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In patients with narrow filtration angles or primary angle-closure glaucoma who have a patent laser iridotomy, it is safe to prescribe any systemic drugs which have an anticholinergic effect on the pupil.

The Science behind the Tip

Many commonly used systemic medications have been reported to cause acute congestive angle closure in individuals with untreated narrow filtration angles (1). Antidepressants (imipramine, fluoxetine), anticonvulsants (topirimate), anti-Parkinson’s drugs (benzhexol) and cardiac agents (disopyramide) have all been implicated because of their anti-cholinergic effect on the pupil in predisposed individuals (these drugs can cause mydriasis, followed by pupil block) (2).

Since pupil block plays an important role in the pathogenesis of angle occlusion in most patients with primary angle-closure glaucoma, this mechanism can be prevented by undertaking a laser peripheral iridotomy. The pupil can then be dilated without inducing an acute rise in IOP (3). It is safe to prescribe any systemic drug with anti-cholinergic properties to patients with a narrow filtration angle or primary angle-closure glaucoma who have a patent and sufficiently large laser iridotomy. However, caution should be exercised in those patients where the mechanism of angle closure is plateau iris.
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